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About This Game

THE MACHINE AGE HAS BEGUN in this immersive and atmospheric squad-based shooter in which you need to regain
control of a futuristic Tokyo from an emerging robotic threat.

Set in 2080, the story starts when Dan Marshall and his squad are sent to bring the robotic community under control as they
begin to infiltrate society and slowly take over undetected, leaving humans redundant in their wake.

Thrilling encounters with highly intelligent robotic enemies require you to think tactically, make challenging, real-time moral
decisions and build up trust with your team mates in order to guide your squad to safety and success.

Key Features:

A NEW TAKE ON FUTURISTIC TOKYO - Experience dual layered Tokyo with a run down and derelict lower city
and a clean and affluent upper city.

THE CONSEQUENCE SYSTEM - Under the pressures of battle every action, every choice and every word affects
everything.

PROCEDURAL DAMAGE - Fully destructible and highly resilient robots adapt to the damage they sustain
encouraging you to analyse each enemy, find their weaknesses and dispose of them in the most efficient way.

WEAPON MODIFICATION AND SKILL SELECTION - Alongside a full armoury of unique weapons, put
emphasis on the skills that will benefit you.
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Title: Binary Domain
Genre: Action
Developer:
Devil's Details
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/Vista/XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.66 GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2GB RAM (XP)/3GB RAM (Windows 7 / Vista)

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT220 (512MB) / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT (512MB)

Hard Drive: 8 GB free hard drive space

English,French,German,Italian
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PlayClaw has it right, everything you need in a handy package. Now if we could just get some Live Streaming abilities in there
:). i like yellow hair man, but kids these days like blue hair man?
. I would not recommend based on the fact that there really isn't anything to the game. No achievements, no trading cards and a
barely working mobile game.
This game is not worth $0.99. All I gotta say is I've been waiting for a mode like this forever!
It's pretty nice since you have all upgrades and infinite money without hacks.
(Not saying I ever did use them.)

Love this, if you're a fan of CMS15 and get frustrated at running out of money when your doing an order, this is what you need
and it's well worth the price.. Not much I can say about it just yet, but it seems more than a little rough around the edges. Not
going to recommend this just yet, but that may change as the controls and graphics get better.. This game is one of my favorite
rts type games next to starcraft and star wars galactic battlegrounds. The music is spot on, it fits the whole Bc times era
gameplay! You can play the longish campaign, play against the computer, or play multiplayer which has you versing other online
players or nearby friends of your's. Although multiplayer is kinda dead and you can't really play against more than one computer
at a time, the game still holds up as a fun gameplay experience in my opinion. If you like basic rts gameplay and some
serious\/comedic campaign story-line, I garauntee you will have a good time with Bc Kings!. great game! very fun and
challenging too.. Worst content pack Paradox has ever released.. This game took me 5 hours to complete.
The reason I am giving this game a negative review is that the later stages become so difficult and unforgiving that the game
stop being fun and turns into a tedious chore.

+++Positives+++
+I loved the art. The animations are crisp. The cutscenes are funny and cute. The stages all have unique looks.
+The game length feels right
+Consistent difficulty ramp up
+New gameplay mechanics are introduced constantly
+You will feel a huge wave of relief if you beat it

---Negatives---
-Starts feeling extremely tedious (waiting on laser cycles, trial and error gameplay)
-Movement is slightly sluggish (slight acceleration when you start moving, static jump height)
-Wall climb mechanic takes some getting use to, and you will need to be a wall climb master to beat the game
-This game is almost entirely platforming, you will go long stretches without attacking
-Checkpoints are infrequent on the last stages

The game isn't bad, and if you are looking for an extreme retro challenge then this game might be perfect for you.
Don't try to beat it in one sitting.. its, really, not, that, good, and, im, not, sure, what, to, do, with, it
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This game is truly amazing. Here are the pros and cons! Hope you find it useful! Below the pros and cons, I will talk more about
the game!

Pros:
Amazing art styles, you either hate it or adore it!
Amazing physics.
Amazing sound track and sound effects.
Coll creature designs.
Immersive.
Puzzles that are not too challenging and not too easy.

Cons:
Lacking in content.
Limited to story mode.

My Advice:
This game is most DEFINITELY not for everyone. This game is for people who enjoy unique art style, love nature, and who
enjoy a good, challenging puzzle! The only thing that makes this game not worth $15 is the lack of content. Right now, there are
only 10 levels and 6 unique animal species. There are the flies, flying things, spiders, caterpillars, inchworms, and the mole
things. I would love if there were more updates, or even dlcs! There could be a freedom mode, where you try to survive in the
environment by hunting and drinking, all the meanwhile watching out for harmful wildlife! There should be more wildlife
added, and some more ecosystem implemented. Another thing that would be interesting is the ability to play as the beasts, like
being the teleporting one, the raider, miner, sorcerer, conjuror, or scout! This would develop different gameplay, and make the
game more interesting! I highly recommend this game!

Raider fuzzies for life!. The idea of the game is good but it has absolutley no deepness in economics or building. Place a few
buildings, earn money, place more, earn more and so on. If you have filled one oil field, go to the next and get even richer. Thats
really boring and for this price absolutley not worth a recommendation. Tycoon games from the mid of the 90\u00b4s are
beating this by 100 times. In a sale for 2 - 4 \u20ac its maybe worth to try for a few hours of fun if you have absolutley nothing
else to play. In total I would say the game is really weak in comparison to other good tycoon games.. The game is great, you
wanna use a controller or change the inputs(if youuse a keyboard) or else you cant play the game, it's alot of buttun smashing
and fun. 1000000000/10 -totallynotIGN. Pros of the game - nice graphics,
Clear gameplay,
An interesting universe
Disadvantages of the game - overshooting complexity
Some design mistakes
Complexity is very often enrages, but you still want to go any further.. Disregard my playtime, because I read the android
version of "The Academy for Future Villains" and bought it on Steam only to leave a review and to support the author. In actual
fact, it is certainly more than 10 hours already, and I am currently on my third playthrough. Why does it take so long to
complete it? Not only because it has a very substantial story, but also for the reason that I read almost everything, even on my
subsequent playthroughs. Yes, even the text I've seen trice already. I don't usually reread novels, interactive or regular ones, - at
least, not unless a sufficient amount of time has passed. However, "The Academy" is too much of a joy to read. Even on my
third playthrough, I still keep noticing and appreciating small things that eluded my attention during the first and the second
ones. Some scenes and interactions that I didn't consider to be something special and didn't pay a lot of attention to back then
\u2013 now acquire special meaning (like the first encounter with Aurion, when he still is in the queue, but already has some
problem with the Academy's staff; I might be wrong, and my supposition was never confirmed nor disproved within the novel
itself, at least as far as I've seen... but I think that this hassle is one of the hints at Aurion's real origin \u2013 that, in his
narrative, he was meant to be a protagonist. His bio matches the profile of a traditional fantasy hero perfectly: born in a small
town in a middle of nowhere, coming from a fortuneless family... having a very, extremely ordinary appearance. If his
designated role in the narrative really was the role of protagonist, then the scene at the beginning of the novel makes perfect
sense. To make a face-heel turn is not forbidden per se, so Aurion was told that he has nothing to be afraid of, if he really is a
person he described himself as in his application. However, there could always be a possibility that he was a mole, who just
pretended to turn to the dark side and who planned to undermine the studying process from the inside. So, it would explain the
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need of additional verification).

Speaking about the characters, every interaction with them (or their interactions with each other) is a damn TREASURE. I saw
the reviews, in which people said that the characters are cliched and one-dimensional. I think, these people kinda... missed the
whole point. "The Academy" is a very meta story, the story about a narrative itself; here, the most common tropes of traditional
(and not-so-traditional) narrative are evoked. Sometimes they played straight, sometimes they are subverted, or inverted, or
deconstructed. Sometimes they are used ironically, sometimes \u2013 not so; however, what I want to say, they are played with,
and it is a very significant part of what makes this novel so good. Every character here is based on one or two fundamental tropes,
but always \u2013 with an extremely clever twist. Or two. Or three. They break out of their designated roles in their unique
fashions, and \u2013 ohgod, it is just so, so thrilling and amusing to observe them doing their things, reacting, being themselves. I
am very, very NOT indifferent about every one of them, although still have my favourites. sdfksledf AURION. His interactions
with Xi are precious, his interaction with Phil are precious, his interactions with MC are precious, and his interactions with THE
WORLD IN WHOLE are so precious it hurts. I don't even know, whether I should laugh or cry half of the time, when he appears in
the story; to think about it, his situation is kinda tragic. And when he fails at something, it is always both painful and hilarious. The
way he respects the ones who were evil to him and made his life a bit (or a lot) more awful, because by doing so they embody the
ideals Aurion believes in, is very amusing and fascinating, and, well, fun to watch. But it also pains to watch him fail, because he
deserves to succeed and to get what he wants more than anyone. He worked so, so hard towards it, and he was damn smart about
it. Such determination, drive, intelligence and capability should be rewarded! With something good. However, unfortunately, he has
a fundamental aversion to "good". And he would also hate to be viewed as sympathetic. :D
Not to mention the fact that, working so much on being evil, more than anyone in the Academy, apparently (may be, even more
than anyone in the history of the Academy), - he still doesn't really succeeds in it. He talks so much about bringing pain and
destruction, being treacherous and cruel, but achieves his exceptional grades almost entirely through honest studying, and,
apparently, is not even capable of a proper betrayal. He had every opportunity for backstabbing, but preferred to announce his
intentions, even if that meant putting himself at disadvantage. It looks to me like he couldn't escape his protagonist origin, no matter
how hard he tried. What an unfortunate fellow. T__T xD

But enough about that, or I'm going to bump into the word-limit. I just want to highlight again: for me, it is a very special CoG, and
I consider it a work of pure brilliance. Clever, inventive, witty, genre-bending, giving the player vast opportunities for role-playing,
choosing sides, switching sides (if MC changed their mind for some reason). There is a lot to uncover in the story: to learn more
about its characters, to learn more about the MC themselves, to learn more about the conflict between their mother and professor
Cerebrist, to be entangled deeper in the war within the Academy, to determine what it means to be a villain... At all times, I felt
engrossed into the story, emotionally involved; I felt like the decisions of the MC were meaningful and consequential, and were to
be taken seriously \u2013 but still there always were enough freedom to choose how to proceed in the way I thought viable and in-
character, and not everything was about the MC and revolved around them. The world of this novel is alive, and the characters
would take their actions, even when there is no MC to see them and to influence them; however, the MC plays a very satisfying part
in everything that happens and has their means to influence the course of events and the actions of other characters \u2013 within
the boundaries dictated by their personalities, of course. In both of my complete playthroughs, I also felt that my characters
changed during the course of events. Not because I failed to make the choices that the people with their personalities would make,
but because the experience of living through the events and interacting with other characters influenced them and changed their
worldview and behaviour. And this is the best possible journey through the story. It feels substantial, significant and satisfying. I
loved the experience.

10\/10, and the title of one of the two most favourite CoGs and HGs of all time (and I played more than a half of the whole
existing bunch).. This is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is going into that one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)
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3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.. I have used many recording software, including, FRAPS, Dxtory, Bandicam,
& OBS. While all work very well, i used them all for different things. This got tiresome, very fast. I all of a sudden ended
up cutting my loose ends and stuck with Dxtory and Bandicam.

The reason i choose Dxtory is because of its capturing way; It just takes raw data off my graphic's card, thus leaving me
with more CPU and a lesser frame drop/loss. Bandicam was the same reason, but for some games, it would cause horrible
stuttering. Then awhile passes and i haven't found anything new, then i find PlayClaw.

PlayClaw is amazing. It works just as well as Bandicam or Dxtory - if not better. While the tests i did it shown on a 90+FPS
game, after starting to record i would drop to 60 frames, whicxh is pretty good considering Dxtory would drop me too
45-50 and Bandicam 40-50. I find the Windows 8 layout works very for it, and the filesizes are not too bad! There is a
"No Compression" option which essentially becomes FRAPS but no quality loss (Fanboyism).

I can only vouche for this Software as a whole.. A simple but great brawl game with my favorite childhood bruiser
characters... and it has the original soundtrack too. Simple amazing.. Fantastic atmosphere, graphics, audio and visual
effects, gameplay and map design. I really enjoy the overral design and high levels of polish on this game, however there
are a few issues that may need to be addressed.

Onto the♥♥♥♥♥♥
Bosses will sometimes spawn underneath or several pixels away from you, and you're pretty much ♥♥♥♥ed if that
happens.

The wall jump has been much more of a hindrance then a help, where i find myself bounding in the direction i was trying
to flee.

The camera sucks, and youre far more likely to be killed by something that had barely entered your screen while your
character was barely on your screen then anything else in the game. This can be mitigated by playing slow as ♥♥♥♥ and
inching your way around, but that really takes away alot of the fun and intensity of the game. Theres really no reason the
camera should be as much of a problem as it is.

I've had several crashes midway through a bossfight, when it starts transforming. Will probably be fixed over time, but very
frustrating.

With that being said this game is real god damn fun, and dripping in style.
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